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There Are No Bad Days When You Come Home to Your Pug: Funny Pug A5 Journal / Notebook to

Write in Independently Published
Are you crazy about boats, ships and cruises? This exciting product is perfect for cruising, sailing, as well as for beach. Enjoy the blue wave of river and sea with this exciting boat product. Perfect summer product for anyone that has a love for the ocean and fishing, from game or sport to simple leisure fishing. This product can be worn out on the sea or in casual everyday life, be
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A Wheelbarrow and a Shovel

Gallery Books

National Geographic

author Michael Farquhar uncovers an instance of bad luck, epic misfortune, and unadulterated mayhem tied to every day of the year. From Caligula's blood-soaked end to hotelier Steve Wynn's unfortunate run-in with a priceless Picasso, these 365 tales of misery include lost fortunes (like the would-be Apple investor who pulled out in 1977 and missed out on a $30 billion-dollar windfall), romance gone wrong (like the 16th-century Shah who experimented with an early form of Viagra with empire-changing results), and truly bizarre moments (like the Great Molasses Flood of 1919). Think you’re having a bad day? Trust us, it gets worse.

There Are No Bad Days When You Play Baseball

Independently Published

Awesome Soccer notebook gift for your loved ones who love soccer! A perfect blank, lined journal for boys, girls, men, women, and kids. Great for taking down notes, reminders, and crafting to-do lists. Also a great creativity gift for decoration or for a notebook for school or office! 120 pages of high quality paper! It can be used as a journal, notebook or just a composition book. 6" x 9" Paperback notebook, soft matte cover. Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils. Great size to carry everywhere in your bag, for work, high school, college... It will make a
great gift for any special occasion: Christmas, Secret Santa, Birthday

It Ends with Us
Independently Published
Lined notebook / journal, for school notes, diary entries and even for doodling. This makes it the perfect gift for Pug lovers. Sized 6" by 9" 120 pages Flexible Softcover bookbinding Flexible Paperback 20 lines

Do They Have Bad Days in Heaven? Simon and Schuster
When the first edition of Do They Have Bad Days in Heaven? Surviving the Suicide Loss of a Sibling was published in 2001, it was the first comprehensive resource for sibling suicide survivors. In this updated edition, Michelle Linn-Gust (Rusk) doesn't change the story she told nineteen years ago, but gives the reader perspective on the changes that have occurred on how suicide and suicide loss are viewed. She also discusses how her life has changed. And stayed the same. Do They Have Bad Days in Heaven? Surviving the Suicide Loss of a Sibling is the first comprehensive resource for sibling suicide survivors. Michelle Linn-Gust takes the reader through the personal experience of losing her younger sister Denise Linn and weaves in the available research for sibling survivors. Michelle also journeys sibling loss through the life span. No matter how old you are, you'll find valuable help in Do They Have Bad Days in Heaven? Michelle explains suicide, the grief process, and how sibling death impacts the brothers and
sisters left behind. She adds practical advice for how sibling suicide survivors can help themselves. This book is also helpful for those who want to reach out to sibling survivors including parents, teacher, counselors, and friends. Reading *Do They Have Bad Days in Heaven?* assists them in understanding the grief process that the sibling survivor travels.

**Adios Pantalones**
Workman Publishing
A group of superheroes has a bad day and learns to cope with their emotions.

**No Bad Days** Rutger University Press
Can a popular bartender win over a strong single mom? From New York Times bestselling author J. Sterling comes a thrilling new standalone romance you won't want to miss. Everyone knows who the Fisher brothers are; the hottest single bartenders this side of the Santa Monica Pier. Which is exactly why when I run into Ryan Fisher one day at the beach, I intend to steer clear of him and his sexy, playboy ways. I've heard the rumors. I know his type. I've seen him in action. And I'm not interested. But Ryan has other ideas. He's convinced that I have him all wrong. But I don't have the luxury of making mistakes when it comes to men. Not anymore. Being a single mom does that to a woman. There's only room in my life for one boy: and his name isn't Ryan. So why won't he go away and leave me alone already?

**Bad Days in History** World Health Organization
BE THANKFUL EVERY DAY
* Discover happiness! *
* FOCUS * Perfect size 6x9.
* Makes a great gift!
There Are No Bad Days
When You Come Home to
a Pit Bull: Funny Dog
Humor American Pitbull
Owners Journal Blank
Lined College Ruled
Composition Notepad
Simon and Schuster
Awesome volleyball
notebook gift for your
loved ones! A perfect
blank, lined journal for
men, women, and
children. Great for taking
down notes, reminders,
and crafting to-do lists.

Also a great creativity gift
for decoration or for a
notebook for school or
office! 110 pages of high
quality paper It can be
used as a journal,
notebook or just a
composition book 6" x 9"
Paperback notebook, soft
matte cover Perfect for
gel pen, ink or pencils
Great size to carry
everywhere in your bag,
for work, high school,
college... It will make a
great gift for any special
occasion: Christmas,
Secret Santa, Birthday
No Bad Days Fulton
Books, Inc.

This medium-sized 2020
Weekly Agenda provides
room for you to write and
organize your
appointments, meetings,
outings, reminders, and
thoughts. It features extra
lined pages for space to
record random
happenings, doodles, or
whatever you may please.
Designed in North
Carolina; Printed in the
USA. Click on November
Ink for our full offering of
inexpensive planners,
journals, and guided
books.

Good Drinks for Bad Days
Pocket Books
Tales of unfortunate events and mishaps featuring significant historical figures. *Guy Hater* Superheroes Are Just Like Us

Start your bullet journal adventure with this paperback glossy cover dotted page blank notebook. Perfect for keeping things just the way you want them to be and great as an introduction to the wonderful world of bullet journaling! The glossy cover features a lovable Corgi in front of a navy floral print background.

Perfect for taking notes in school or collage, drawing, sketching, brainstorming, goal planning and writing essays. This notebook has 150 pages of dotted paper. Dimensions are: 8" x 10". Great gift for birthday, anniversary or Christmas. For men, women, boys and girls. A bullet journal is good for...

- People who have a million little to-do lists floating around,
- People who like pen and paper to-do lists,
- People who are into goal-setting and habit tracking,
- People who like stationery, journaling, scrapbooking, beautiful pens, etc.
- People who really love planners,
- People who want to really love planners, or who want to be more organized,
- People who would really like to keep a journal/diary but are having trouble sticking with the habit. But none of these things are requirements for enjoying bullet journaling, so be creative!

*There Are No Bad Days When You Come Home to a POM: Pomeranian Dog*
Breed Bullet Journal 150 Dotted Page 6x9 Notepad
J. Sterling
This amazing German shepherd dog notebook features a lovely GSD in front of USA flag. With a lot of space to write down your ideas and taking notes, you can use this GSD notebook also as a composition book or journal. This letter size (8.5" x 11") cute notebook has 120 lined-ruled pages (60 sheets). It is one of the cutest German shepherd gifts you can get for someone.

There Are No Bad Days

When You Play Soccer
J. Sterling
The Pocket Book is for use by doctors nurses and other health workers who are responsible for the care of young children at the first level referral hospitals. This second edition is based on evidence from several WHO updated and published clinical guidelines. It is for use in both inpatient and outpatient care in small hospitals with basic laboratory facilities and essential medicines. In some settings these guidelines can be used in any facilities where sick children are admitted for inpatient care. The Pocket Book is one of a series of documents and tools that support the Integrated Managem.

More Bad Days in History
Simon and Schuster
Funny Dog Humor American Pitbull Owners Journal Blank Lined College Ruled Composition Notepad 140 Pages (70 Sheets) Novelty Birthday Gift for a Dog Breeder.* Each pad measures 8.5 x 11 inches
and has 140 Double Sided College Rule Lined White Pages (70 Sheets)*
Premium Matte Black Paperback Cover with Funny Motivational Slogan
For someone who loves Pit Bulls* Great back to school notepad gift idea.
Graduation gift, birthday gift for daughter, Wife, gift for daughter, employee appreciation gift for any office environment. * Perfect Gift Writing Journal for a Dog Lover!
No Bad Days J. Sterling
Lined notebook is great for keeping things just the way you want them to be! The glossy cover features a cute pair of pugs wearing little bow ties. Perfect for taking notes in school or collage class, drawing, sketching, brainstorming, goal planning and writing essays. This notepad has 115 pages of lined. Dimensions are: 6" x 9."
Great gift for birthday, anniversary. For men, women, boys and girls. This lined composition journal is good for: People who have a million little to-do lists floating around, People who like pen and paper to-do lists, People who are into goal-setting and habit tracking, People who like stationery, journaling, scrapbooking, beautiful pens, etc. People who really love planners, People who want to really love planners, or who want to be more organized, People who would really like to keep a journal/diary but are having trouble sticking with the habit. But none of these things are requirements, so be creative!Perfect gift idea for a pug owner who loves cute puppies.
There Are No Bad Days
When You Come Home
to a Pug

Independently Published
BE THANKFUL EVERY DAY
* Discover happiness! *
FOCUS * Perfect size 6x9.
* Makes a great gift!

Even Superheroes Have
Bad Days

Independently Published

Come for an emotional ride in this romance novel by New York Times bestselling author J.Sterling. With Sterling's laugh-out-loud banter and a trio of brothers you'll fall for, this heart pounding story is a must read. I've seen Frank Fisher before, but he's never seen me. He definitely saw me tonight. And I know I wasn't the only one who felt the world shift the moment our eyes connected from across the bar. But Frank isn't like his brothers. He's quiet, elusive, and keeps to himself. It makes him mysterious, but that's not why I'm drawn to him. It's something else. Something I've never experienced before, as cliche as that may sound. I can tell that Frank's holding back.. keeping something from me. No matter how hard I try to push to get closer, he keeps his distance, even when I can tell he doesn't want to and I want to know why. I need to know why. But the truth might split my heart in half and ruin everything. THE FISHER BROTHERS is a series of standalone novels that can be sipped one at a time, or binged in order. Each book is aptly named after one of the popular drinks at their bar. Enjoy! No Bad Days-
Nick's story Guy Hater-
Frank's story Adios
Start your bullet journal adventure with this Paperback Cover Dotted Notebook. Perfect for keeping things just the way you want them to be and great as an introduction to the wonderful world of bullet journaling! The beautiful glossy cover features a cute Pomeranian dog illustration. Great for taking notes in class, drawing, brainstorming, goal planning and writing essays. This notebook has 150 pages of dotted paper. Dimensions are 6 x 9 inches.

No Bad Days Tiller Press
Got fired? Satisfy the urge to set something ablaze with a Flaming Diablo.
Heinous meeting? Plunge into a Death in the Afternoon. Gained weight? Forget the club soda -- embrace those newfound pounds with a Butterball.

This drinker's delight contains more than 50 delicious antidotes for everyday disasters, handily organized into recipes for Work, Love, Home, and Life in General. Drinks range from a basic whisky sour to a champagne cocktail, and recurring "From Bad to Worse" bursts offer suggestions for an added alcoholic kick when things get "really" bad.